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What is the significance of Gaige the
Mechromancer being a playable class

in Borderlands 2? What is the
significance of Gaige the

Mechromancer being a playable class
in Borderlands 2? Borderlands 2 has a
few thing that don't make sense to me:

1) Gaige the Mechromancer doesn't
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get a BONUS SPECIALIST SKILL at
level 30 like the Gunzerker (learns

melee skills, mostly meant to replace
the Jackal's bullet shot), but is instead

given the ABILITIES, more akin to the
Siren. 2) Gaige's damage, though
extremely high, doesn't do enough
damage to be considered "dealer's"
level damage (only level 60's are).

What are your thoughts? EDIT: As a
note, I have the GOTY version, both
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character DLCs checked off and
installed. A: Both of those are correct.
First, Gaige is a class that is meant to
be, from the start, a bit different in

play style. She's meant to be in a
completely different role from the
other classes (meaning she does not
have a specific role) and is meant to

use completely different weapons. She,
along with Zer0 and Jackal are the only

classes who can be scaled for use on
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any one of the three different damage
types (melee, projectile and gun). The

ABILITIES are her main tool in
playing the class, which is to scale her
'damage' and use it as either an auto-
damage over time effect or as a skill
buff that makes her damage the next

time she does her attack. Her'specialist
skills' are intended to allow the player

to use her abilities in any given
situation that might call for them.
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The'machina' skill is a skill that is
meant to enhance the effect of her
ABILITIES (meaning if she's doing
damage through them, it'll put out

more damage) and focus it specifically
at the target. When used the skill gives

the player a choice between buffing
her next strike or letting her 'charge'
the damage for the next strike, as if
she had fired her ability in the time

between her two strikes. Zer0 does that
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slightly differently, allowing her to opt
for taking less damage from the next
hit. The weapon skills are meant to be
about adding damage to whatever kind
of weapon she's holding at that time,

making it so that even though her
ranged attacks don't deal more damage
than they normally would, they're able

to 3e33713323
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